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Abstract
Grid cells in rat medial entorhinal cortex are widely thought to play a major role in spatial behav-

ior. However, the exact computational role of the population of grid cells is not known. Here we

provide a descriptive model, which nonetheless considers biologically feasible mechanisms,

whereby the grid cells are viewed as a two-dimensional Fourier basis set, in hexagonal coordi-

nates, with restricted availability of basis functions. With known properties imposed in the

model parameters, we demonstrate how various empirical benchmark findings are straight-

forward to understand in this model. We also explain how complex computations, inherent in a

Fourier model, are feasible in the medial entorhinal cortex with simple mechanisms. We further

suggest, based on model experiments, that grid cells may support a form of lossy compression

of contextual information, enabling its representation in an efficient manner. In sum, this hexag-

onal Fourier model suggests how the entire population of grid cells may be modeled in a princi-

pled way, incorporates biologically feasible mechanisms and provides a potentially powerful

interpretation of the relationship between grid-cell activity and contextual information beyond

spatial knowledge. This enables various phenomena to be modeled with relatively simple mech-

anisms, and leads to novel and testable predictions.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Response characteristics of grid cells in medial entorhinal cortex (MEC)

with respect to spatial cognition, and their relationship to hippocampal

place cells, have been extensively studied. However, the computational

role of grid cells individually and as a population is still under debate.

Here we consider how the population of grid cells might be viewed as a

set of Fourier basis functions. The idea is compelling because our under-

standing of the computational roles of grid cells could then benefit from

the powerful mathematical properties of the Fourier transform (FT), but

as we elaborate, the analogy to Fourier Transform needs somemodifica-

tion. The idea has been proposed in various forms, that grid cells may

function as Fourier components (periodic functions) and whose output

at different spatial scales is combined, via synaptic inputs to the place

cells, in weighted sums (linear combinations), producing place fields

(Orchard, Yang, & Ji, 2013; Ormond & McNaughton, 2015; Solstad,

Moser, & Einevoll, 2006). Blair, Welday, and Zhang (2007) hypothesized

thatMEC grid cells in the dorsal area areMoiré grids formed by the inter-

ference of much smaller grids. Oscillatory interference models produce a

positional firing rate code based on a phase code at different angles like

the 2D model extension for grid cells proposed by Burgess, Barry, and

O'Keefe (2007) and Burgess (2008). Blair, Gupta, and Zhang (2008) sug-

gested a three-stage oscillatory interference model to convert phase-

coded position signals into grid and place cell responses, as rate-coded

position signals. Solstad et al. (2006) showed that grid-cell activity can be

modeled in the spatial domain as a sum-of-three cosine functions. Later,

Orchard et al. (2013) extended this to the frequency domain in polar

coordinates, were each cosine function can be viewed as a wave front

formed from two-dimensional Fourier basis functions, similarly to each

traveling wave at a particular heading angle described by Hasselmo and

Brandon (2012) andHasselmo and Shay (2014). Orchard et al. (2013) fur-

ther proposed that the connection strengths that project to an individual

grid cell constitute individual Fourier coefficients, which are then

mapped to the spatial domain by that grid cell by computing an inverse

FT. Since grid cells show a variety of scales and orientations, in accor-

dance with this view (Orchard et al., 2013), it follows that grid cells as a

populationmay comprise a discrete basis set of Fourier functions—which

in two dimensions means that such functions, when linearly combined,
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can reconstruct any two-dimensional discrete function, that is, spatial

pattern. However, some properties of grid cells, such as non-linear sam-

pling of frequencies and a limited number of observed orientations

(Stensola et al., 2012) impose constraints on the available set of these

Fourier basis functions.

Following Orchard et al. (2013), we present a descriptive model

of how the population of grid cells might represent an inverse FT of a

discretely sampled signal. Departing from Orchard et al.’s formulation

in polar coordinates, our model differs in that it is grounded in Fourier

theory on hexagonal coordinates. Hexagonal coordinates fit more nat-

urally with the periodic hexagonal place-invariant nature of grid cells

observed experimentally (Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser, & Moser,

2005), and naturally incorporate hexagonal sampling, which we

explain might be a key property for using fewer grid cells to represent

a given signal. We impose known properties of the grid-cell popula-

tion into the parameters and we consider biophysically plausible

mechanisms, approximating a mechanistic account of the model. In

particular, we consider how grid cells may deal with complex arith-

metic computations in a simple way, based on phase shifts. We show

how variations in the model parameter values can result in a variety of

phenomena such as grid-field scaling and less regular non-isotropic

grid fields, and explain how some redundancy in the Fourier basis

functions that compose a grid cell is likely the case. We provide a

mathematical proof that an isotropic grid field generated in our hexag-

onal Fourier model is equivalent to the sum-of-three cosine model of

Solstad et al. (2006); thus, our model can be seen as a generalization

of that model. Finally, we present model-experiments that suggest the

grid-cell system might compute lossy compression of two-dimensional

signals with naturalistic stimulus properties.

2 | METHODS

Here we describe the inverse Hexagonal Discrete Fourier Transform

(HDFT; Mersereau, 1979), then present in detail our proposal of how

grid cells could implement such transform. For the grid cell model, we

first explain its parameters and what constitutes the grid cell input,

and then explain how they relate to known properties of grid cells and

the MEC. We then explain how variations in these parameters can

give rise to experimentally observed phenomena. A simple mechanism

by which grid cells might support complex computations, inherent in a

Fourier Transform, is presented next. Finally, in this section we pre-

sent an interpretation of the computational role of the grid-cell sys-

tem, namely lossy compression of signals with naturalistic-like

properties, in the view of our model.

2.1 | Inverse hexagonal discrete Fourier transform

The Fourier transform is a mapping from the spatial domain to the fre-

quency domain. Here we deal with 2D signals in both their spatial (x)

and frequency (X) domain, where we denote variables in the spatial

domain with lowercase and in the frequency domain with uppercase

letters, and vectors in boldface. Mersereau’s HDFT operates over a

periodic hexagonal region of support (Figure 1a), with length R from

the origin of the hexagon to any of its vertices. R can be seen as the

radius of the circle that encloses this region. We denote the horizontal

axis of this region at 0� as h1 and the “vertical” axis at 120� as h2. The

hexagonal region has periodic boundary conditions, just as in the stan-

dard rectangular 2D Fourier Transform. The region of support

(Figure 1a) is effectively the area outlined by the blue perimeter. We

focus on the inverse HDFT, the mapping from the frequency domain

FIGURE 1 Illustration of the hexagonal coordinate system (a) and six frequency domain points corresponding to a single grid cell (b). h1 is the

horizontal hexagonal axis and h2 is the “vertical” hexagonal axis. Each indicated coordinate is at the center of its hexagonal segment and there is
R distance from (0, 0) to (−3, 0) in this example. A specific non-white color for more than one hexagonal element on the boundary denotes the
same element, expressing the periodic hexagonal boundary conditions. Hence, only the elements delimited by the blue perimeter are needed.

(b) Six frequency points whose coordinates correspond to the coordinates of the points k jð Þ
1 ,k jð Þ

2

� �n o6

j¼1
(set of Equations 9) plotted in hexagonal

coordinates. ω indicates the frequency [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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to the spatial domain, since (e.g., Orchard et al., 2013) this is the oper-

ation that grid cells seem to compute. The inverse HDFT, xr1 ,r2 , at the

two-dimensional spatial point (r1, r2) of X, is (Mersereau, 1979):

xr1,r2 ¼
1

3R2

X
k1,k22Ωf

Xk1,k2e
u+ v , 8 r1, r2 2Ωs, ð1Þ

over the hexagonal region of support in the frequency domain,

Ωf, where Ωs denotes the spatial domain, and

u¼ iπ 2k1−k2ð Þ 2r1− r2ð Þ
3R

, υ¼ iπk2r2
R

: ð2Þ

The u and v terms differ from the standard DFT due to the hexag-

onal coordinates. It can be appreciated in the u term that the hexago-

nal coordinates are linearly dependent. This makes the design of fast

algorithms more complicated, but Mersereau (1979) provided an algo-

rithm we used for our simulations (code publicly available at https://

github.com/ulisesrdom/GRIDCELL).

Slightly departing from Mersereau (1979), we shift the origin to

the center of the hexagonal region of support, defining the spatial

domain, Ωs = {(r1, r2)| 0 ≤ r1 < 2R and − R ≤ r2 < R and − R ≤ r1 −

r2 < R}. The frequency domain, Ωf, is defined similarly, that is, switch-

ing r1 and r2 with k1 and k2, respectively, in the definition of Ωs.

Each point in hexagonal coordinates corresponds to exactly one

point in rectangular coordinates. To map from rectangular to hexago-

nal coordinates, similarly to Snyder, Qi, and Sander (1999), but chang-

ing the contribution of n2 onto r1 from negative to positive due to the

orientation of the hexagonal axes we use:

r1 ¼ n1 +
n2ffiffiffi
3

p , r2 ¼ 2ffiffiffi
3

p n2, ð3Þ

where, n1 and n2 correspond to the horizontal and vertical rectangular

coordinates, respectively. Since n1 and n2 span the real planeR2 and each

pair (n1, n2) has a unique correspondence with a pair (r1, r2), then r1 and r2

also span R2; for a proof, see (Snyder et al., 1999), but changing the sign

from negative to positive in the contribution of n2 onto r1. This implies

that points in the hexagonal frequency domain can be used similarly to

points in the rectangular frequency domain to build any two-dimensional

function in the discrete spatial domain by using an inverse HDFT. Each

point in the hexagonal frequency domain can be seen as a Kronecker

delta function—a function with value equal to one at that particular fre-

quency point and zero everywhere else—with some scale value (ampli-

tude) that indicates the amount that such particular frequency is present

in the two-dimensional spatial signal. The entirety of these scaled Kro-

necker delta functions in the frequency domain form a complete Fourier

basis set to build any two-dimensional discrete function.

2.2 | Grid cell model

We do not, here, consider the temporal dynamics of grid cells, but

rather model the average firing rate of each grid cell as an inverse hex-

agonal Fourier transform of six frequency components. However, in

the future, our model could be extended to simulate temporal dynam-

ics, for which at least oscillatory frequency or firing rate due to run-

ning speed as found by Jeewajee, Barry, O'Keefe, and Burgess (2008);

Hinman, Brandon, Climer, Chapman, and Hasselmo (2016) would

likely play a role in the model parameters. The average firing rate of

each grid cell at point (r1, r2) 2 Ωs is:

xr1, r2 ¼
1

3R2

X6
j¼1

X
k j,θð Þ
1 ,k j,θð Þ

2
ei u j,θð Þ + v j,θð Þð Þ, ð4Þ

where

u j,θð Þ ¼
π 2k j,θð Þ

1 −k j,θð Þ
2

� �
2r1− r2ð Þ

3R
, v j,θð Þ ¼ πk j,θð Þ

2 r2
R

, ð5Þ

and

X
k j,θð Þ
1 ,k j,θð Þ

2
¼Ak1,k2e

− iπ
R

4
3 α−1

2βð Þ k j,θð Þ
1 −1

2k
j,θð Þ

2

� �
+ βk j,θð Þ

2

� �
: ð6Þ

The parameters for Equations 4–6 are as follow:

θ: Grid cells have a discrete organization into grid modules in MEC,

where up to 10 grid modules, each with a single orientation, θ, are esti-

mated to exist in the rat MEC (Stensola et al., 2012). Border cells (Barry

et al., 2006; Krupic, Bauza, Burton, & O'Keefe, 2016; Lever, Burton, Jee-

wajee, O'Keefe, & Burgess, 2009; Solstad, Boccara, Kropff, Moser, &

Moser, 2008) in MEC are active when the rat is at the boundary of an

enclosure. Alongwith evidence that grid cells can showdifferent orienta-

tions in a single environment if there are distorted boundaries (Krupic,

Bauza, Burton, Barry, &O'Keefe, 2015), this suggests boundary cells may

orient grid cells. Later we explain how orientation might affect each fre-

quency coordinate differently. Theta cells vary as the cosine of a rat’s

allocentric movement direction (Welday, Schlifer, Bloom, Zhang, & Blair,

2011), possibly helping orient grid cells as well. Further, conjunctive grid

× head direction cells already show oriented grid cell responses but only

when the head of the rat faces particular orientations (Sargolini et al.,

2006). We suggest θ is incorporated in grid cells through previously ori-

ented grid × head direction cell responses, incorporated at various head

orientations and which in turn might depend on both border cells and

theta cells.We do not model explicitly how boundary cells and theta cells

incorporate θ into grid × head direction cells, but rather, rotate each fre-

quency point kj1,k
j
2

� �
corresponding to a grid cell according to a rota-

tion matrix in hexagonal coordinates:

k j,θð Þ
1 k j,θð Þ

2

h i
¼ k jð Þ

1 k jð Þ
2

h i
Qhexθ, ð7Þ

where, k j,θð Þ
1 k j,θð Þ

2

h i
denotes the rotation of k jð Þ

1 ,k jð Þ
2

� �
in vector nota-

tion and Qhexθ is a rotation matrix in hexagonal coordinates at (coun-

terclockwise) angle θ, defined:

Qhexθ ¼
cos θð Þ+ sin θð Þffiffiffi

3
p 2sin θð Þffiffiffi

3
p

−
2sin θð Þffiffiffi

3
p cos θð Þ− sin θð Þffiffiffi

3
p

2
664

3
775: ð8Þ

Ak1,k2 : The amplitude Ak1,k2 , an input to the grid cell, represents

how much of the 2D spatial frequency at point (k1, k2) is present in

the signal or combination of signals being transmitted to the MEC,

coding a frequency-domain representation. We hypothesize that grid

cells have at least six such amplitude inputs at selected points

(described later). If Ak1,k2 is the highest amplitude of the frequencies

of the grid cell, it also represents the maximum firing rate (no units) a

grid cell may have at a particular context in an environment, that is,

the highest responses out of the peaks of a grid field. Pérez-Escobar,
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Kornienko, Latuske, Kohler, and Allen (2016) showed that the firing

rates of 50% of the neurons they recorded in the MEC discriminate

different nonmetric visual landmarks in an otherwise unchanged envi-

ronment, providing evidence that our hypothesized frequency ampli-

tude inputs are affected by visual stimuli. We suggest that the firing

rate of each grid cell does not represent this directly, but a sum of

these frequency amplitude inputs, weighted by complex

exponentials—an inverse FT.

R: The region of support coded by the grid cell in a given environ-

ment has a size R, which must be estimated. We suggest R depends

on hypothesized cells that signal a distance measure to a prominent

visual landmark in the environment, and that border cells may help in

estimating this distance measure. The context may change for the rat

even within the same environment by moving to a different sub-area

with distinct prominent landmarks.

(α, β): The 2D phase parameter (α, β) sets the location of each

peak in a grid field, relative to a reference location. The phase (α, β) of

neighboring grid cells differs (Hafting et al., 2005), even within grid

modules (Stensola et al., 2012), so this is the parameter that varies the

most across grid cells. In addition, the statistics captured by phase

information contain the majority of the information used to discrimi-

nate natural scenes (McCotter, Gosselin, Sowden, & Schyns, 2005).

Hence it is feasible for a great variety of features from natural scenes

in the environment to be represented in the MEC.

We suggest that environmental features perceived by the rat are

represented in a distributed way through the frequency domain ampli-

tudes Ak1,k2 , each multiplied by a certain phase shift (see Equation 6).

A phase shift is just a multiplication by a cosine on the real part of the

signal, and multiplication by that same cosine shifted by π/2 radians

on the imaginary part. Hence, this input might already be represented

in the frequency domain once in MEC (Kato & Caplan, 2017, and see

Caplan, 2011).

k j,θð Þ
1 ,k j,θð Þ

2

� �n o6

j¼1
: These frequency coordinate points set the

scale for each peak in a grid field in the spatial domain. The frequency

(inverse of scale) progression between grid modules in MEC was

found to be approximately
ffiffiffi
2

p
as modules go from ventral to dorsal

MEC (Stensola et al., 2012). We suggest grid cells receive at least six

such frequency-domain inputs at particular frequency points with the

same scale and separated by roughly 60�, but this angular separation

might change depending on boundary cell signals, which accounts for

distorted patterns when there are distorted boundaries in the environ-

ment. If we assume grid cells can only show perfectly hexagonal pat-

terns, then only three of those points are needed. However, three of

those frequency inputs do not capture the deformations shown in

experimentally recorded grid fields. We think it is likely that each of

those fundamental frequency inputs has other redundant inputs, for

robustness to noise and to delayed input signals. The least amount of

redundancy is to have each fundamental frequency repeated twice,

hence we consider six instead of three frequency points. Figure 3

illustrates how six, instead of three, frequency inputs resembles more

real grid fields when the input is noisy.

The following is an example of such frequency coordinate points

at 0� , with exactly 60� separation between them and isotropic fre-

quency ω:

k 1,0ð Þ
1 ,k 1,0ð Þ

2

� �
¼ ω,0ð Þ, k 2,0ð Þ

1 ,k 2,0ð Þ
2

� �
¼ ω,ωð Þ,

k 3,0ð Þ
1 ,k 3,0ð Þ

2

� �
¼ 0,ωð Þ, k 4,0ð Þ

1 ,k 4,0ð Þ
2

� �
¼ −ω,0ð Þ,

k 5,0ð Þ
1 ,k 5,0ð Þ

2

� �
¼ −ω,−ωð Þ, k 6,0ð Þ

1 ,k 6,0ð Þ
2

� �
¼ 0,−ωð Þ: ð9Þ

2.2.1 | Complex computations

If we focus on only one of the six terms in the summation on the

right-hand side of Equation 4, fixing j, by applying Equation 6 and fur-

ther assuming that θ is fixed, and using sin(x) = cos(x − π/2), we arrive

at the following equation (more detail in Supporting Information

Materials):

Xk1,k2e
i u+ vð Þ ¼ ð10Þ

Re Ak1,k2 cos qð Þcos u+ vð Þ+ cos q−
π

2

� �
cos u+ v−

π

2

� �h ih i
+

Im Ak1,k2 − cos q−
π

2

� �
cos u+ vð Þ+ cos qð Þcos u+ v−

π

2

� �h ih i
,

where, Re[.] and Im[.] denote the real and imaginary parts, respec-

tively, u and v are defined as in Equation 5, and

q¼ π

R
4
3

α−
1
2
β

� �
k1−

1
2
k2

� �
+ βk2

� �
: ð11Þ

In Equation 10 we can see the hypothesized inputs for each term

in a grid cell computation. The cosines that take the argument u + v

serve as basis functions to represent the frequency domain signal in

the spatial domain. The cosines that take the argument q, together

with the amplitude value Ak1,k2 , carry the phase and amplitude infor-

mation, respectively, of the signal being represented in MEC. Grid ×

head direction cells may be good candidates for the cosine basis func-

tions (the ones that take the argument u + v), since they also unfold

over 2D space but form 1D periodic patterns. On the other hand,

phase and frequency information may be carried by hypothesized cells

whose firing strength depends on both Ak1,k2 and a corresponding

phase shift, naturally included in the stimuli or combination of stimuli

being coded in MEC. Because the spatial-domain signal was presum-

ably real-valued, the imaginary part in the right-hand side of Equa-

tion 10 is zero (Brigham, 1988) or approximately zero due to the

presence of noise. For the remaining real part, the input consists of

two frequency cells coding a real and an imaginary value, each corre-

sponding to a cosine taking the argument q times Ak1,k2 in Equation 10,

and another two basis cosine cells coding a real and an imaginary

value (grid × head direction cells), each corresponding to a cosine tak-

ing the argument u + v. The only difference between each real-

imaginary pair of frequency cells is that they have a phase difference

of π/2, and this is also the case between the real-imaginary pair of

basis cosine cells. Further, only excitatory connections are needed to

output the real part. Thus, we suggest that complex-valued computa-

tions can be carried out in the MEC with such simple mechanisms.

2.3 | Lossy compression

In signal processing, lossy compression refers to a compression algo-

rithm that loses information from the original signal in the process,

with the advantage that it yields a much higher compression ratio than
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that of lossless compression (Li & Drew, 2004). We suggest grid cells

with frequencies sampled with an exponential
ffiffiffi
2

p
sampling factor and

a single orientation in each frequency band within the 60� range

(Stensola et al., 2012), could be viewed as efficient filters that imple-

ment lossy compression of both spatial and contextual input. In this

view, each grid module corresponds to grid cells with a single scale

and orientation (a single 2D frequency point) with some variability in

both scale and orientation and with many phases.

Blair et al. (2007) hypothesized that a similar mechanism to grid

cells in the visual pathway may be involved with storing scale-

invariant memories of images, showing that grid fields can serve as a

basis set for constructing complex images. Here we not only use grid

fields as basis functions, but also show that using a very limited subset

of such basis functions compatible with experimental findings

(Stensola et al., 2012) yields a very efficient compression in naturalis-

tic images, which preserves important information.

To assess the hypothesis that grid cells compute lossy compression

of contextual stimuli, we compared filtering results making sure the same

number of grid cells was used in our hexagonal Fourier model in two sce-

narios: using linear sampling (LS) and using exponential sampling (ES).We

tested this with 100 images from a publicly available database by Oliva

and Torralba (2001) of 256 × 256 pixel images in jpeg format. We

selected 50 images from the forest data set and 50 images from the open

country data set. Images were transformed to grayscale, hexagonally

sampled and then the HDFT was applied. In the hexagonal frequency

domain, the ES filter was first applied with a specific exponential base

and isotropic spread around each 2D frequency point. We selected four

orientations in groups of two orientations, each very close (separated by

5�), across grid modules, approximating Stensola et al. (2012), where only

two clear peaks were found. A DC frequency component was consid-

ered, which might consist of a single neuron, out of the full population of

MEC neurons, that computes the average of the signal amplitude values.

To quantify similarity, the mean correlation was computed between the

original hexagonally sampled images and the filtered images. The same

approachwas takenwith the LS filter, sampling frequency linearly.

3 | RESULTS

3.1.1 | Grid cell model

Figure 2 shows examples of different grid fields with their corre-

sponding frequency components, produced using Equation 4 (which is

the non-reduced form for generating a general grid field). In the sec-

ond and third row of Figure 2, two grid fields with the same scale and

orientation are shown, with zero and non-zero phase, respectively

(applied with Equation 6). The fourth row of Figure 2 shows an exam-

ple of grid scale change in one direction, consistent with compressing

the room along that direction. Irregular grid fields were produced by

adding a small amount of Gaussian noise to the coordinates of the fre-

quency components in each model grid cell, better resembling real

grid fields (Figure 3), when using six instead of only three frequency

components. This is in line with our suggestion that grid cells receive

redundant frequency inputs. In the supplementary materials, we illus-

trate place field remapping as conceived by Hayman and Jeffery

(2008) but seen from the Fourier domain perspective.

3.1.2 | Lossy compression and exponential frequency
sampling of stimuli

Figure 4 shows an example image treated as the visual contextual

input, and the result of compression, that is, a kind of down-sampling,

by applying two filters: ES and LS. For all of the cases tested (for each

base), filtering with exponential frequency sampling yields higher simi-

larity (mean correlation) with the original natural image (Figure 5a).

This occurs due to less distortion of the filtered image with respect to

the original image. In particular, when the base of the ES filter is
ffiffiffi
2

p
,

the obtained mean correlation is the highest among the bases we con-

sidered. In Figure 4, hexagonal artifacts can also be seen more when

using the LS than when using the ES filter.

Since the power spectrum of natural images is autocorrelated (Field,

1987), also called colored noise, where power drops with increasing fre-

quency, we repeated the filtering simulations with 10 uniform white

noise (equal power at all frequencies) images in grayscale for the same

variety of exponential bases and bandwidths. Unlike with natural images,

Figure 5b shows that the filters all perform similarly. Similarity is lower in

all cases compared with natural images (Figure 5a). This suggests the

grid-cell system, and in particular, exponential frequency-sampling, may

be optimized for the statistical properties of naturalistic stimuli.

3.1.3 | Comparison with the Solstad et al. (2006) model

Apopular approach tomodeling grid fields is with the sum-of-three cosine

waves, 60� apart, introduced by Solstad et al. (2006). In the Supporting

Information Material, we show that this model is a special case within the

hexagonal Fourier model. We present a proof that Equation 4 is function-

ally the same as the sum-of-three two-dimensional cosine functions pro-

posed by Solstad et al. (2006) in the case of an isotropic grid field.

4 | DISCUSSION

We proposed a descriptive model for the activity of the grid cell popu-

lation, grounded on Fourier theory adapted to hexagonal coordinates.

We explicitly related our model parameters to either known proper-

ties experimentally found in the MEC or with biologically feasible

mechanisms and inputs, bringing the model close to a mechanistic

account, although we stopped short of explicitly considering simula-

tion of neuronal mechanisms for the generation of grid cell activity.

Grid cells compute an inverse Fourier transform of environmental fea-

tures, taking as input a frequency-domain representation in the MEC

of the current context where a rat is located.

An advantage of hexagonal coordinates is that they naturally fit

with hexagonal sampling, which is known to require 13.4% fewer sam-

ples than rectangular sampling for signals band-limited over a circular

region of the frequency plane (Mersereau, 1979) and is, in this way,

optimal. They also resemble the periodic hexagonal nature of grid

fields. Hexagonal sampling suggests the grid cell system may be opti-

mized to sample the explored space efficiently while minimizing the

number of cells required.

For a single grid cell, our model has the parameters of orientation,

amplitude, size of the region of support, phase and frequency coordi-

nates, which can all be manipulated directly in the frequency domain
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and compared with the results in the spatial domain (Figures 2–4). This

comparison between grid cell's input in the frequency domain and their

output in the spatial domain is also useful for understanding place field

remapping, as we exemplified in the Supporting Information Materials.

We argued that orientation might be incorporated through grid ×

head directions cells at various orientations, in turn depending on bor-

der and theta cells. Border cells might affect the orientation of each

frequency coordinate parameter differently depending on the bound-

aries in the environment. The size of the environment represented in

MEC is reflected in the size of the region of support, which might be

driven by prominent visual landmarks. This could explain why a single

grid cell can show different periodic patterns within a continuous

two-dimensional space as observed by Krupic et al. (2015), while still

using a Fourier mechanism to account for these distortions, in con-

trast to Stachenfeld, Botvinick, and Gershman (2017).

Only three fundamental frequency coordinates are needed to gen-

erate perfectly hexagonal isotropic grid fields. However, redundancy in

those fundamental frequency coordinates is likely the case within a grid

cell for more robustness to noise or errors in the input signals. With the

minimum amount of redundancy for each fundamental frequency coor-

dinate, six such coordinates, better resembled experimentally observed

grid fields in the presence of noise (Figure 3). We showed that using

only three frequency coordinates separated by 60� is a particular case

within our model and actually corresponds to the popular sum-of-three

cosine model (Solstad et al., 2006). To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first proof of this equivalence. Moreover, this shows that our model

FIGURE 2 (a–d) Grid fields generated by the inverse HDFT of the frequency domain, whose real and imaginary parts are plotted in the middle

and right columns with a zoom of 400% for clarity, where low frequencies are near the center and high frequencies far away from the center. The
color bar denotes hypothetical average firing rate (arbitrary units). (a) A grid field in the spatial domain with frequency ω = 11 cycles per image,

which corresponds to
ffiffiffi
2

p
to the power of 7 rounded to the nearest integer. (b,c) Two grid fields in the spatial domain with frequency ω = 4 cycles

per image and different phase values. Top two rows correspond to a phase with α = 0 and β = 0. Third row: α = 64 and β = 0 and the fourth row:
α = 0 and β = 0. (d) A regular hexagonal pattern with 4 cycles per image, that was stretched to double its frequency along the vertical direction.
This corresponds to a hypothetical shrinking of the room where the rat is to half the size vertically from a baseline condition. (e–l) Green indicates
positive values, red negative values and black indicates zero. In all cases, R = 128 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 3 (a,b) grid fields with a base frequency of ω = 4 and ω = 11 cycles per image, respectively, but with noise values, drawn from a

Gaussian distribution, N(0, σ = 0.5), added to each frequency component coordinate and rounded to the nearest integer. Only three frequency
components separated by approximately 60� are used. The figure (c,d) shows the real part of the frequency domain corresponding to (a,b). The
figure (e,f ) shows similar grid fields as in (a,b) but using six instead of three noisy frequency components. The figure (g,h) shows the real part of
the frequency domain corresponding to (e,f ). The color bar denotes hypothetical average firing rate (arbitrary units). The frequency domain is
shown with a zoom of 400% and in green (indicating positive values). The imaginary part is zero for all cases. In all cases R = 128 [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 4 (a–c) an image in grayscale that corresponds to the real and imaginary frequency domain in (d–f ) and (g–i), respectively. In the

frequency domain, positive values are green, negative values are red and black values indicate zero. First row: Original unfiltered image. Second

row: LS filter with an isotropic spread in frequency of
ffiffiffi
5

p
cycles per image around the central frequency point of each module and 13 grid

modules. Third row: ES filter with a
ffiffiffi
2

p
exponential base, using the same isotropic spread in frequency around the central frequency point of each

module and 13 grid modules. The figure (j,k) shows the corresponding filters used in each row, for both the real and imaginary frequency domain.
The orientation for each grid module is 0�, 5�, 30�, or 35�, forming two orientation groups across grid modules separated by approximately 30�

(Stensola et al., 2012). In all cases, 211 grid cells were used, plus the DC component [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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is not divergent from prior grid-cell models, but rather, an extension

of them.

In our view, environmental features reflecting the actual context

of the rat are represented in a distributed way in MEC in the fre-

quency domain in hypothesized frequency cells, which carry informa-

tion about the phase and frequency-domain amplitude of such

features, serving as input to the grid cells.

At the population level, each horizontal band of grid cells in MEC

that spans the mediolateral axis at a fixed dorsoventral level is roughly

seen as a certain frequency band. Such frequency band has non-zero

values concentrated only around six frequency coordinates that span

a great variety of phases. This corresponds to a single grid orientation

and a geometric increase in frequency as the dorsoventral level

changes from ventral to dorsal for each grid module as found by Sten-

sola et al. (2012). This suggests that each grid module may serve the

computational role of filtering either 2D signals or the 2D projection

of higher-dimensional signals. This is somewhat similar to work by

Howard et al. (2014), who provide a framework in which intermediate

representations of the physical world regarding either time or space,

coded by a set of cells in the hippocampus, are assumed to be repre-

sented in the form of a Laplace Transform, which can be inverted

through a set of connections, yielding a reconstruction that approxi-

mates the original physical-world signal—a different set of basis func-

tions. We specify what the computational role of the whole grid cell

population might be, which not only includes a representation of

physical-world signals, but also a lossy reconstruction.

In this view, our computational experiments showed that grid

modules acting as filters, when using exponential frequency sampling,

preserve natural images better after inverse Fourier transforming

compared with linear frequency sampling if the exponential base is

kept reasonably small. Specifically, out of five tested exponential

bases, higher similarity to the original image was obtained when using

a
ffiffiffi
2

p
exponential base but no such advantage for exponential sam-

pling for white noise images. This filtering effect implies a compres-

sion of information, thus requiring fewer processing units (grid cells),

while minimizing loss of meaningful information, analogous to lossy

compression. Regarding the role of the geometric increase in

frequency, Stemmler, Mathis, and Herz (2015) showed how grid cell

population activity across its different consecutive scales can be

decoded for the purpose of self-localization and goal-directed naviga-

tion. They obtain a scale ratio between grid modules of around 1.5 to

minimize the risk of large-scale spatial localization errors. Wei, Pren-

tice, and Balasubramanian (2015) proposed that the grid cell system

minimizes the number of neurons required to encode a location at

some resolution, obtaining an optimal idealized ratio of square root of

e that lies in the range [1.4, 1.7] for realistic neurons. Both arguments

for explaining the observed ratio rely on spatial information. Here we

have made the argument that the geometric grid progression might

also be tuned that way in order to preserve the most important infor-

mation in natural stimuli signals while representing them in a very

compressed way. Like Wei et al. (2015), our argument is also one of

requiring fewer neurons, but for representing a signal with

naturalistic-like statistical information, that is, spatially correlated,

instead of a particular location. However, both location and fidelity of

representation of naturalistic-like signals could play a role in the

observed grid scale ratio, perhaps optimized on a combination of both

criteria to minimize the number of grid cells required. This view also

raises the possibility that the population of grid cells may perform the

same kind of computational role beyond spatial information proces-

sing. This is supported by recent evidence that non-spatial contextual

stimuli also modify grid-cell activity (Marozzi, Ginzberg, Alenda, &

Jeffery, 2015; Pérez-Escobar et al., 2016). As suggested by Pérez-

Escobar et al. (2016) and Marozzi et al. (2015), input to grid cells is not

only spatial, since visual stimuli affect the phases, but also to some

degree the firing rate, of grid cells, and olfactory stimuli affect the

phases. We hypothesize that more general non-spatial contextual

information may also serve as input to the grid cells, possibly as a step

in episodic memory formation (Caplan, 2011).

To conclude, grid cells may be viewed as comprising a reduced

two-dimensional set of Fourier basis functions, in hexagonal coordi-

nates, with exponential frequency sampling, and with possible support

for complex input values represented by cells with relative phase

shifts to account for both real and imaginary values. In our view, this

implies a very efficient scheme to process environmental features

with a smaller number of neurons, which is nonetheless robust to

FIGURE 5 Mean correlation, as a measure of similarity, between the original and reconstructed image, across conditions for 100 natural (a) and

10 white-noise (b) images after filtering in the frequency domain with either exponential (ES) or linear sampling (LS) and applying the inverse
HDFT. Error bars plot standard error of the mean. See Tables SA and SB in the Supporting Information Materials, respectively, for the precise
mean correlation values [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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noise and input errors due to a likely redundancy of fundamental fre-

quencies representation.
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